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Cold Chain Courier System



Attachable Logo patch
The two velcro patches gives the customer the full  option to adapt 
the logo and look in an instant. The ClimSel Go can match every 
 purpose and situation and make your brand stand out.

Customize color
ClimSel Go is made of a durable- and water repellent fabric that is 
easy to clean. The bag can be made in a limited range of different 
colors to suit the customers brand. Select between the classic original 
black or ”pop” with color.  The straps is always equipped with reflexes 
to ensure high safety on the Go. 

”ECO and GDP compliant solution”

Use ClimSel™ PCM  
Go for comfort

Say hello to ClimSel Go!
It’s the answer to all just in time  deliverys of  temperature 
sensitive products. The System is a  temperature 
 controlled courier solution. A  modern, cost effective 
and safe  option to ensure that  temperature  sensitive 
 products are delivered with the correct  temperature. 
The system is validated for up to 30 openings to ensure 
stable  t emperature for every stop on the way. 

Our non-hazardous salt hydrate ClimSel™ PCM:s pro vides 
a  tempered microclimate inside the system and it’s a far more 
 environmentally  friendly alternative compared with  conventional 
chilled transports. A solution with ClimSel ensures a temperature 
stable transport that follows the GPD quidelines. It lasts all the 
way from  sender to user. It’s an excellent medium for  protecting 
sensi tive and valuable products from temperature fluctuations 
during transport

The ClimSel Go bag is developed with courier use and 
comfort in mind. The multiple usage makes it optimal 
for all deliveries regardless of transportation options. 
  The  paded lid and functional straps gives the option to 
wear it comfortable as a backpack. All compartments 
are equipped with zippers to obtain maximum durabi-
lity and protection. 

Get Organized
The Smart divider is a fuctional accessorie to keep the 
products organized for faster handovers.  Alter the  space 
and go from 2 to 8 compartments  simply by  removing 
or relocate the dividers. The side  compartment  provides 
easy accessibility of necessary gadgets and assesories.  
Work smarter and faster with ClimSel Go. 

The ClimSel Go System is equipped with 
a brand new functional carrier bag for 
easy and comfortable transportation. The 
 RTP-Shields (returnable transport)  are made 
out of  durable plastic to withstand reuse. 
The ClimSel Go System comes with a smart 
 divider inside that helps to secure and keep 
the products in place throughout the route.
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Components 

• ClimSel Go Bag  

• Smart Divider 

• Insulating EPS Box

• 6 pcs ClimSel Shields 

Working temperature: +2°C till +8°C

Duration: 8 to 30 hours

Payload volume: ~ 7,6 litres       

Weight: 8 kg 

Outer dimensions: 
430 x 290 x 290 mm

Inner dimensions: 
Max - 316 x 174 x 146 mm

Min - 296 x 154 x 146 mm

www.climator.comClimSel Go - Technical information

2-step conditioning

1.  Freeze at -18°C for at least 24 hours or to properly frozen.         

2.  Store in a cooling room at 2-3°C for at least 24 hours to achieve the               
correct starting temperature.

1-step conditioning       

1.  Store in a cooling room at 2-3°C  for at least 48 hours to achieve the 
correct starting temperature.

 

Performance
Below curves shows how the ClimSel Go System performes with both 1 and 
2-step conditioning. Executed with 31 openings in total over a 30 hours time 
period. 
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